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FOR AN ORIENTED LINK L is an open oriented 3-manifold M, we give a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
existence of a submersion Q, : M + RZ whose preimage q-‘(O) is L. Also, we prove there always exists a submer- 
sion + : M + RZ such that the union of the compact components of the preimage $ -l(O) is L for any link L in M. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
IN this paper we consider the following realization problem: 
PROBLEM. For any given link, does there exist a globally completely integrable vector 
fields whosejirst integrals has the link as exactly a preimage of one point? (See below for the 
terminology.) 
This problem is originally posed in a work of Costa et al. [l] in the case that the 
underlying manifold is R3. 
Let M be an n-dimensional orientable smooth manifold and X a smooth vector field on 
M. A first integral of X is a smooth function f: M + R which is constant along each 
integral curve of X. We say that X is globally completely integrable if X has n - 1 first 
integrals fi,fi, . . . ,fn_I which are independent, hat is, the map q: M + R”- ’ defined by 
4x1 = (fi(4Jz(X), ... ,fn_ 1(x)) for x EM is a smooth submersion. Conversely, suppose 
a smooth submersion q: M + R”-’ is given. Since the one-dimensional foliation consists of 
all the fibres of q~ is orientable, there is a smooth vector field tangent o the foliation which 
is, by definition, globally completely integrable. For our purpose it is reasonable that we 
work in the smooth category and that we restrict our attention to the three-dimensional 
case and assume M is an open orientable 3-manifold. Now we can restate our problem 
precisely: 
PROBLEM. For any given link L in an open orientable 3-manifold M, does there exist 
a submersion q: M + R2 such that the preimage of the origin q-‘(O) is L? 
Costa et al. studied in [l] a topological nature of a submersion qxR” + R”-’ in 
connection with a (globally) completely integrable dynamical system on R”. They call 
a submersion q:R” -+ R”-’ straight if each connected component of any (non-empty) 
preimage cp- l(x) of x E R"- ’ is diffeomorphic to R. Note that if n = 2 then all submersions 
are straight. Among others they proved the following: 
THEOREM (Costa et al. Cl]). In the case n = 3, if each preimage cp- l (x) of x E R2 is 
connected then cp is straight. 
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They also showed the following by constructing an example: 
THEOREM (Costa et al. Cl]). There exists a submersion y>:R3 -+ R2 such that p-‘(O) is 
a union of an open arc and a circle. 
Then they posed the following question. 
QUESTION (Costa et al. Cl]). Does there exist a submersion q:R3 + R2 with a knotted 
jibre? 
By a certain construction, Watanabe [6] shows the following: 
THEOREM (Watanabe [6]). For any link L in R3, there exists a submersion (p:R3 + R2 
such that for a certain point x E R2 the union of compact components of q-‘(x) is L. 
This is an answer to the question of [l] above (see [l, 63 for the detail). In the case that 
the underlying manifold is an arbitrary manifold the method of the proof of Watanabe’s 
theorem does not work at all. Furthermore, in view of the work of [l] quoted above, it is 
natural to ask whether the link can be realized exactly as a whole preitiage. The purpose of 
this paper is to reveal the aspect in the general case. First, we give a necessary and sufficient 
condition on a link L for the realization. That is, we prove the following: 
THEOREM 1. Let L be an oriented link in an open oriented 3-mangold M. The following 
two conditions are equivalent: 
(i) the cycle L represents the null-class in the homology of infinite chains H,“(M; Z), 
(ii) there exists a submersion cp: M + R2 such that the preimage of the origin p- ’ (0) is 
L and q maps the transverse orientation of L to the standard orientation of R2. 
For the detail of the homology of infinite chains, see Massey [Z] for example. In contrast 
with Theorem 1, any link can be realized as the union of compact components of a preimage 
of a point by a submersion. Precisely, we have the following: 
THEOREM 2. For any link L in an open orientable 3-manifold M, there exists a submersion 
cp: M + R2 such that the union of compact components of q-‘(O) is L. 
REMARK. By a result of Whitehead [7] any open orientable 3-manifold M can be 
immersed in R3. Therefore composing the immersion with the projection R3 + R2 we have 
a straight submersion a>: M + R2. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We work in the smooth (Cm) category. 
First, we review Phillips’ theory. Let X and Y be manifolds. We denote by Sub(X, Y) the 
space of all submersions from X to Y equipped with Cm-compact-open-topology and by 
Max(TX, TY) the space of all vector bundle homomorphisms from TX to TY whose 
restriction to each fibre has the maximal rank, equipped with Co-compact-open-topology. 
Anthony Phillips showed in [3] the following: 
THEOREM 2.1. (Phillips [3]). If X is open, the differential map d: Sub(X, Y) + 
Max(TX, TY) is a weak homotopy equivalence. 
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A principal part of this theorem is described as follows: 
THEOREM 2.2. (Phillips [3]). ZfX has a handle decomposition with handles of indices less 
than dim X, then the differential map d:Sub(X, Y) + Max(TX, TY) is a weak homotopy 
equivalence. 
For the proof, we refer the reader to [3]. In the proof of Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2, 
the following is a key lemma: 
LEMMA 2.3. Let VI be a compact n-dimensional manifold. Suppose V, is obtained by 
uttuching a handle of index less than dim VI. Then for any manifold W the restriction maps 
p:Sub(V,, W) + Sub(V,, W) and p:Max(TV,, TW) + Max(TVi, TW) urejbrations. 
We refer to [4] for the proof. 
Since the inverse limit of an inverse system of fibrations indexed on the natural numbers 
N is also a fibration, the following lemma can be easily obtained from Lemma 2.3: 
LEMMA 2.4. Let X be an open manifold. Suppose V is a codimension zero compact 
submanifold of X. Then for any muniJold W the restriction maps p : Sub(X, W) + Sub( V, W) 
and p:Max(TX, TW) + Max(TV, TW) urejibrations. 
Next, let M be an open oriented 3-manifold and L an n-component oriented link in 
M which represents the null class in the homology of infinite chains Hp(M; Z). We denote 
by D2(r) a 2-disk whose radius equal to r > 0: 
A tubular neighbourhood v : LI 7 = 1 (S’ x D2 (r))j + M of L is said to be preferred if v and 
n 1 VI LI j= 1 (S X (0,O))j preserve the orientations and the union of the longitudes 
v(Ll YE l(S1 x (r, 0))j) also represents the null homology class in the exterior of L (cf. [4]). 
3. PROOFS 
In this section, we prove Theorems 1 and 2. 
Proof of Theorem 1. First, we assume (ii). Then the preimage of a semiline starting from 
the origin to the end of R2 is a surface in M which is bounded by q-’ (0) = L. This implies 
(i). Now, we assume (i). Suppose the given link L has n components and 
vi:l_l ;= ,(S’ x D2(i))j -+ M (i = 1,2) are preferred tubular neighbourhoods of L which are 
concentric, that is, vt is an extension of vl. Denote by N,(L) the image of vi. We set 
V = M - Int N,(L) and C = V n N,(L). Let p:N,(L) + D2 c R2 denote the projection 
prcv;‘,wherepr:LI~=l(S’xD2(2))j --P D2(2) is the natural projection. Note that the target 
of pr is the single disk. We consider the following diagram consisting of the differential d and 
the restriction p: 
Sub(V, R2 - Int D2(1)) d Max(TV, T(R2 - Int D’(1))) 
“1 lP (1) 
Sub(C, R2 - Int D2(1)) d Max(TC, T(R2 - Int D2(1))). 
The diagram (1) is commutative and the horizontal arrows are weak homotopy equiva- 
lences by Theorem 2.2. Also, the vertical arrows are fibrations by Lemma 2.4. The 
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projection restricted to C, plC belongs to Sub(C, R* - Int D’(1)). We need the following 
extension lemma: 
LEMMA 3.1. There exists d, E Max(TV, T(R’ - Int D*(l))) such that p(Q) = d(plC). 
Proof: Since TVis a trivial bundle, we only have to show that pi C extends to V. For that 
purpose we may consider the extension problem up to homotopy. Since C is diffeomorphic 
to 8Vx [0, 1 J and R’ - Int D’(1) is homotopy equivalent to S’, the projection p/C 
determines a homotopy class [p[C] E [a V, S’] and we will give an extension of [p]C] 
which belongs to [V, S’]. Furthermore, since S’ is Eilenberg-MacLane space K(Z, 1) there 
are natural bijections [a V,S”] -+ H’(a V; Z) and [ V,S’] + H”( V; Z) which commute the 
restrictions (see Spanier [S]). Combining these maps with PoincarbLefschetz duality (see 
Massey [2]) we have the following sign-commutative diagram: 
CK S’l -+ [rYv,S’] 
II II 
H’( v; 2;) + H’(dv;Z) !T+ W(V, av; Z) 
1 1 1 
(2) 
~~~V,~~Z) 2+ H,@Y;Z) + Hi=(Y; Z) 
Here, the horizontal sequence are cohomology and homology exact sequences and the 
vertical arrows are Poincare-Lefschetz duality isomorphisms. By the natural bijection we 
consider [p 1 C] belongs to H1 (d V; Z) and we claim that 6 [p 1 C J = 0. Through the Poin- 
car&Lefschetz duality [p / C] corresponds to the homology class represented by the fibre of 
p in H1(J V; Z) . Consequently the class EPIC] corresponds to the cycle represented by the 
union of the longitudes since the tubular neighbourhoods Ni(L) are preferred. The longi- 
tudes are characterized up to isotopy as the loops, each of which lies in each component of 
8V, which are null-homologous in all in V in the infinite chain homological sense. This 
implies that S[plC] = 0, which proves the lemma. 
In the diagram (1) the differential d is a weak homotopy equivalence. Therefore there 
exists $ ESub(V, R* - Int D’(1)) such that d$ is homotopic to @ in Max(TV, T(R* - 
Int D*(l))). Thus dp(+) = p(dll/) ’ h is omotopic to d(plC) in Max(TC, T(R* - Int D*(l))), 
which implies that p(+) and plC are regularly homotopic. Since the restriction p is 
a fibration the regular homotopy from p(r,&) to pi C is covered by a regular homotopy from 
11/. This implies that there exists cp E Sub{ V, R2 - Int D*(l)) whose restriction to C is pi C. 
This proves Theorem 1. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let L be any link in M and N(L) a tubular neighbourhood of L. 
Then we have a projection p:N(L) + D’(l) c R2 from each solid torus onto the unit disk 
via each meridian disk as in the proof of Theorem 1. Now we consider the following 
commutative diagram: 
Sub&f, R’) 4: Max(TM, 7R2) 
“I 1” (3) 
Sub(N(L), R*) !t+ MaW(N(L)), m2) 
As before, the restriction map p is a fibration and the differential d is a weak homotopy 
equivalence. We claim the following. 
CLAIM. There exists cD E Max(TM, TR*) such that p(Q) = d(p). 
Proof of Claim. Since M is paralleli~bIe, as in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we only have to 
show that p extends to M up to homotopy. However, since R* is contractible this is trivial. 
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Then chasing the diagram in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 1 shows the 
existence of an extended submersion of p to M. Let $ : M + R2 denote an extension of p. If 
the union of compact components of tj - ’ (0) is equal to L then we are done. Otherwise, let 
L’ denote the union of compact components of $ - ’ (0) which are not contained in L. Note 
that there are at most countably many components of L’. We will cut these residual circles 
L’ by curves which tend to ends of M. Assume there are infinitely many components. The 
proof of the case that there are only finitely many components is similar and simpler. Note 
also that the components of L’ cannot accumulate. For each end e of M, fix a decreasing 
filtration of codimension-zero connected submanifolds Sf (i EN) of M which defines the end 
e. We can assume that each boundary 8s: is compact and does not meet L’ and that each 
Sf - Int Sp, 1 is also compact. Then for any i EN, Sf - SF+ 1 contains only finitely many 
components of L’. Therefore, choosing another filtration if necessary, we can assume 
SF - Sf+ 1 contains at most one component of L’. Now denote by Kr the component of L 
which is contained in SF - Sf+ 1. Then either the sequence {KrjioN tends to the end e or 
there is an IZ EN such that KP = 0 for all i > n. It is clear that we can fix a set 8 of countably 
many ends of M such that the union Ueel St contains L’. So we have L’ = u {Kf 1 i EN, 
e E I >. Then by induction we can choose embedded curves a,: [0, a[ + M for each e E 6’ 
with the following properties: 
(i) N,(i) E KF for any i EN (if Kf # 8), 
(ii) a, does not intersect L, 
(iii) for each i EN, u, intersects aSg only once transversely, 
(iv) a, tends to the end e, that is, for any i EN there is ti > 0 such that a,(t) E Sr for any 
t > ti, 
(v) if e # e’ then ~1, and a,, do not intersect each other, 
(vi) the family of curves {Im(a,)/e E &‘} is locally finite. 
Then we claim the following: 
CLAIM.(M - Uesg Im(a,), L) is difeomorphic to (M, L). 
Proof of Claim. Set P = D2 x [0, co[ and let a: [0, co[ -+ P be the curve defined by 
a(t) = (0, t + 1). Then we can easily construct a diffeomorphism between P and P - Im(a) 
which is the identity near boundary (D2 x {O})U(aD2 x [0, af). It follows Claim. 
Setting cp = $lM - uecB Im(cr,), we have a desired submersion. This completes the 
proof. Cl 
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